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Information fusion with belief functions for
detection of inter-turn short-circuit faults in
electrical machines using external flux
sensors
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IEEE, Cristian Demian

Abstract – This paper proposes a diagnosis method which
exploits the information delivered by external flux sensors
placed in the vicinity of rotating electrical machines, in
order to detect a stator inter-turn short circuit. This fault
induces a dissymmetry in the external magnetic field that
can be measured by the sensors. Sensitive harmonics are
extracted from the signals delivered by a pair of sensors
placed at 180° from each other around the machine and
data obtained for several sensor positions are analyzed by
fusion techniques using the belief function theory. The
diagnosis method is applied on induction and
synchronous machines with artificial stator faults. It will
be shown that one can obtain high probability to detect
the fault using the proposed fusion technique: on various
series of measurements, the proposed approach has
obtained a 90% detection rate on a considered machine.
Keywords – inter-turn short circuit fault, flux sensor,
induction machine, diagnosis, external magnetic field,
belief functions.

I. INTRODUCTION
onitoring of rotating electrical machines still remains an
essential point of reliability and operational safety of
electrical systems [1,2]. With tolerant control [3,4] it has
been the interest of many researches during the last decades.
Therefore, studies on fault detection and diagnosis of electrical
machines are nowadays a very important issue, particularly
regarding induction machines as these machines are widely
used in industry [5]. In this context, many researches have
been focused on the detection of stator inter-turn short circuit
fault in induction machines due to the fact that approximately
30-40% of the induction motors faults fall into the category of
stator winding related faults [6]. Stator current is the most
common variable used to detect the stator inter-turn short
circuit fault [7-10], and other faults [11,12]. Methods using
internal flux probe have been developed [13-15] but they are
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invasive methods, what limits their use. More recently,
methods based on the exploitation of the external magnetic
field have been developed [16-22]. These methods use an
external flux sensor and they present as main advantages to be
fully non invasive, inexpensive, and easy to implement.
However, these methods suffer of a lack of confidence from
machinery operators in industry.
In previous works, the detection of inter-turn short circuits
in the stator windings of electrical machines has been shown
possible by measuring a harmonic value of the magnetic field
around the machine [23]. The study shows that the slotting
harmonics are sensitive to this fault, more than these ones
measured in the current spectrum.
Recently, a method based on two flux sensors has been
developed [24]. Two sensors being positioned at 180 degrees
with respect to each other, the method analyses the behaviors
of the sensitive harmonics measured by each sensor when the
load varies. The main advantage of this method is that it does
not require the knowledge of the healthy state because the
decision is not tied to a comparison with a healthy signature.
However the effectiveness of the method depends on the
position of the flux sensors relatively to the faulty winding.
In order to improve the fault detection, diagnosis methods
generally use techniques such as parameter estimation [25],
artificial neural networks [26,27], fuzzy logic [28,29], wavelet
[30,31], complex vector [32], Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[33], Artificial Ant Clustering techniques [34] or pattern
recognition [35,15]. More recently, data-based techniques and
multivariate statistical methods have shown to be a promising
approach for industrial process diagnosis [36][37]. All these
techniques give good results concerning the classification of
the state of the machine, but they need a learning stage for
classification of the state of the machine, or a model of the
machine, or advanced signal processing techniques. Other
techniques using information fusion have been exploited for
diagnosis of transformers [38], wind turbines [39], but also for
diagnosis of bearing faults [40], rotor faults [41], or stator
faults [42] in electrical rotating machines. These techniques
enable the improvement of the decision-making process when
several pieces of information are available. Each piece of
information brings a part of the true value taken by a variable.
Applied to electrical machines, these techniques generally use
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vibrations or currents as exploited variables but none of them
use the external magnetic field.
The proposed paper presents an original method that
performs measurements of external flux density at several
positions around the machine. Each measurement constitutes a
piece of information regarding the presence of a fault. Fusion
technique using belief functions [43] is then used as a frame to
represent and combine information to make a final decision
concerning the question of the presence of a fault in the
winding of the machine tested.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, theoretical
basis about sensitive harmonics in the external magnetic field
spectrum are exposed, as well as the principle with 2 flux
sensors. Then, in Section III, basic concepts on belief function
theory are introduced. The application of the proposed method
to detect a fault is exposed in Section IV and tested in Section
V, where it is shown that one can obtain high probability of
fault detection in an induction machine or in a synchronous
machine by using it.
II. ANALYTICAL MODELING

For a healthy machine K and H are defined as:

K = 1 + krN r (1 − s )

H = p ( h s + ksN s + krN r ) 

(2)

Where h sis the mmf rank that takes all the values defined by:
hs=6k+1 (k varies between -∞ to +∞). ks and kr are permeance
ranks, they are positive, negative or null integers.
In case of a stator inter-turn short circuit fault, additional
flux density bsc appears.

∑

bsc =

K sc , H sc

bˆsc K , H cos ( K scωt − H scα s − ϕ sc, K sc , H sc )
sc
sc

With:


= h + p (ks' N s + kr ' N r )

K sc = 1 + kr ' N r (1 − s )
H sc

(3)

ks’ and kr’ are equivalent to ks and kr, they vary from -∞ to +
∞. h is a non-null relative integer, which can take

A. Air-gap and external flux density
Analytical developments that lead to define the air-gap flux
density and the external magnetic field are described in
[23,24]. This section recalls the main results obtained from a
three-phase induction machine. The modeling of the machine
will consider the following parameters and notation:
p : pole pair number.
N, sNr: number of stator slots and rotor bars per pole pair.
ω: angular frequency of the sine supply voltage (=2πf).
b: air-gap flux density of the healthy machine.
bsc: air-gap flux density generated by the fault.
εs: air-gap magnetomotive force
λ: per area unit air-gap permeance.
s: slip of the machine.

consequently all the values of h s .
Considering the values that can be taken by K given by Eq.
(1) and Ksc by Eq. (3), it results that Ksc does not bring new
frequencies. This makes the diagnosis by analysis of the
changes in the amplitudes of the measured components
difficult.
The external flux density considered in this study is
supposed to be the transverse field, image of the air-gap flux
density b attenuated by the stator magnetic circuit. It is shown
that the more H increases, the more the components are
attenuated [44]. Therefore, as Hsc can especially be equal to
±1, the corresponding faulty components will be weakly
attenuated by the stator iron.

It is assumed that the stator is supplied by a three phase
balanced sinusoidal voltage system of ω angular frequency.
As far as the magnetic reaction of the rotor is concerned, it is
supposed that the b air-gap flux density content does not
change in load. Consequently, only the components generated
by the stator energized by the sinusoidal no load currents are
considered. b is obtained by multiplying the εs air-gap
magnetomotive force (mmf) generated by the stator winding
by the λ per area unit air-gap permeance which takes the
slotting effect into account. It is shown that the air-gap flux
density can be expressed as follows:

B. Diagnosis method
The method presented in the paper used two flux sensors
positioned at 180 degrees with respect to each other, at x
radius from the machine axis as shown in Fig. 1.
Then, the behavior of the sensitive harmonics measured by
each sensor, when the load varies, is analyzed. These sensitive
components are obtained from Eqs. (2) and (3) for kr = kr ′ = 1
, and for H and H SC the lower as possible to be weakly
attenuated by the stator frame.

b=

∑bK,H

(1)

K ,H

With:

bK , H = bˆK , H cos (Kωt − Hα s − ϕK , H )
Where K is the frequency rank and H is the pole pair
number of a flux density component. αs is the angular abscissa
of any point in the air-gap related to the stator referential ds,
tied to the phase 1 axis. ϕK, H is a phase angle.

Fig. 1. Simplified geometry of the machine
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As far as K rank flux density harmonics are considered in
x
the external magnetic field, the harmonic bK relative to the
x
healthy machine and the harmonic bsc
,K

sc

relative to the

faulty machine will merge together to generate the resulting
*x

harmonic flux density bK . For sensor 1 and sensor 2, this
quantity can be expressed as follows:
Sens.1: bK*x1 = bˆKx cos (Kω t − ϕKx ) + bˆscx,K cos (Kscω t − ϕscx ,K ) (4)
sc

Sens.2: bK*x2

x
= bˆK cos

x
(Kω t − ϕKx ) − bˆsc,K
sc

sc

cos

x
(Kscω t − ϕsc
) (5)
,Ksc

The only change between Sens. 1 and Sens. 2 is the change
of the sign of the faulty term. This is due to the polarity
H SC = 1 that changes the sign of the cosine (cos(γ+π)=cos(γ)), whereas to polarity H = 2 of the healthy term does
not change the sign: (cos(γ+2π)=cos(γ)). Consequently in
faulty conditions, the magnitude of the component at Kω
angular frequency measured by sensor 1 and sensor 2 will not
evolve similarly with the load and possibly in opposed
x
directions. In healthy condition, the term bsc
,K

is null and
sc

when the machine is loaded, the air-gap flux density stays
practically identical to that obtained at no load. As
theoretically, the external elements responsible for the
attenuation act in the same way around the machine for the no* x1

* x2

load and for the load tests, the amplitudes b̂K and b̂K keep
similar values or at least evolve in the same way when the
load changes in healthy conditions. Fig. 2 shows the variations
* x1
* x2
of b̂K and b̂K for a 4-pole induction machine with

N r = 16 that corresponds to a 850Hz sensitive harmonic
(practically, this frequency can move with the slip s , but will
be identified as being the harmonic at 850 Hz). It can be
observed that both quantities evolve in the same direction with
the load in healthy condition and in opposite direction in
faulty condition. Therefore, difference of variation of the
magnitude bˆK of sensors 1 and 2 is a good indicator of an
inter-turn short circuit fault.
*x

(a) Healthy machine

(b) Faulty machine
Fig. 2. Harmonic components at 850 Hz under both measurement positions for
motor operation case

C. Discussion
The method presents several advantages:
• As far as the inter-turn short circuit fault is concerned,
the external magnetic field is more sensitive than the
current because the short circuit current generates its own
magnetic effect.
• The main advantage is that the method is not based on
the comparison with the healthy state as it exploits the
magnitude variation of sensitive spectral lines with the
load. Therefore, it does not require the knowledge of the
healthy state.
• Furthermore, the method is not sensitive to supply
voltage imbalance because it exploits the internal
dissymmetry generated by the fault.
• The method can be applied to the synchronous and
induction machine. The only condition is related to the
presence of a rotor saliency because the sensitive spectral
lines are tied to rotor permeance ranks. For induction
machines and smooth rotor synchronous machines the
saliency is due to rotor slots. For salient pole
synchronous machines, the saliency corresponds to rotor
poles. So, as the number of pole is 2 p , the number of
saliency per pole pair is always 2: N = 2 . Moreover,
synchronous machines rotate at synchronous speed,
therefore the slip s is null. In the case of synchronous
r

machines one must take N r = 2 , s = 0 in Eq. (2) and
(3).
However, the method has also some limitations:
• As highlighted by analytical developments, the method
cannot be applied to 2-pole machines as it is based on the
difference between electrical and geometrical positions.
• It has been shown in [45] that the property about
difference of variation is true only when the sensors are
placed in the axis of the faulty winding. Therefore, to
increase the reliability of the methods, measurements at
several positions will be performed and analysis of
spectral line variations will be done with belief functions.
III. BELIEF FUNCTIONS: BASIC CONCEPTS
Basic useful concepts of the belief function theory are
exposed in this section. Belief functions offer a rich and
flexible mathematical frame to represent and manipulate
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TABLE 1
CONJUNCTIVE COMBINATION OF MASS FUNCTIONS m1 AND m 2

imperfect information.
A.

Representation of the available information
Let us consider a variable of interest x taking its values in a
finite set Ω = {x1 ,K , x K } called the frame of discernment. A
piece of information regarding the true value taken by x can be
represented by a mass function (MF) m defined as an
application from the power set of Ω denoted by 2 =
| ⊆ Ω = ∅,
,
,
,
, … to [0,1] such that:

∑ m( A) = 1 .

With A a subset of Ω, a mass m( A) represents the degree of
knowledge in favor of the fact that the true value of x belongs
to A . The mass m (Ω ) represents then the degree of total
ignorance regarding the value taken by x, especially m (Ω ) =1
represents a total uncertainty on the value taken by x
(indicating x ∈ Ω for sure does not bring any new piece of
evidence concerning the searched value taken by x).
B.

Combining evidence
Two pieces of information represented respectively by MFs
and
, and coming from two distinct sources, can be
combined using the Conjunctive Rule of Combination (CRC)
[46,47] defined by:

∑

B ∩C = A

m1 ( B) m2 (C ), ∀A ⊆ Ω.

Ω

0.2

0.8

{y}

{y}∩ {y} = {y}

{y} ∩ Ω = {y}

0.1

0.1 × 0.2 = 0.02
Ω ∩ {y}= {y}

0.1 × 0.8 = 0.08
Ω∩Ω=Ω
0.9 × 0.8 = 0.72

m1

Ω

0.9

0.9 × 0.2 = 0.18

C.

(6)

A⊆ Ω

m1 ∩ m2 ( A) =

{y}

m2

(7)

This rule being associative and commutative, the order the
sources are combined does not affect the combination result.
Let us consider as an example a very simple diagnosis
problem with a frame Ω composed of two elements y and n ,
Ω = {y, n } , where ”y” means “yes, there is a fault in the
inspected winding” and “ n ” means “no, there is no fault”. Let
us suppose two independent and reliable experts E1 and E2
expressing their opinions regarding the presence of a fault
with, respectively, the two following MFs m1 and m2
defined, respectively, by m1 ({y }) = 0.1 , m1 (Ω ) = 0.9 ,
m 2 ({y }) = 0 .2 and m 2 (Ω ) = 0 .8 . Both experts think there is a
small chance there is a fault but are not sure at all of the
presence of a fault. A large mass (90% for expert E1 and 80%
for expert E2) is on the ignorance regarding the fact that there
is a fault.
The combination or fusion, denoted by , of pieces of
information
and
using CRC rule (7) is illustrated in
Table 1 and given by m ({y }) = 0.02 + 0.08 + 0.18 = 0.28 , and
m (Ω ) = 0.72 . The mass supporting the fact that there is a fault
has then been reinforced using the CRC rule.

Decision Making
A way to make a decision [46,48] once the available
information concerning the true value taken by x is
represented by a single MF m, consists in transforming this
MF m into the following probability measure BetP defined by
=∑

∈ , ⊆ | |

∅

,∀ ∈ Ω

(8)

The chosen decision is the one maximizing BetP . As an
example, BetP measure associated with MF m depicted in
Table 1 is given by:
BetP({y}) = m({ y}) + m({ y, n}) / 2

= 0.28 + 0.72 2 = 0.64
and

BetP({n}) = m({n}) + m({ y, n}) / 2
= 0 + 0.72 2 = 0.36

The chosen decision is the one maximizing BetP, which is
the one in favor of “ y” meaning “there is a fault”.
IV. FAULT DETECTION WITH FUSION METHOD
Fusion methods applied to electrical machines generally use
variables like the currents, the vibration, or the temperature
[40-42]. In this section, we expose how to use the
measurements of two flux sensors obtained at different
positions around the housing of an induction machine to
indicate the presence of a fault. More precisely, we propose a
fusion process taking into account, for each position of the
sensors:
1. The difference of variation (DoV) of the
measurements output by each sensor (cf fig. 2.) for
the harmonic of interest (denoted by bˆK in Section
II) while the load increases. This piece of information
has already been exploited in [45].
An additional piece of information, which is the ratio
of the amplitudes (RoA) output by the sensors for
the harmonic of interest.
*x

2.

Information DoV and RoA can be obtained for different
positions of the two sensors as illustrated in Fig 3. The number
N of possible positions, which can be used, depends on the
size of the machine and the possibility to place sensors on the
housing of the machine. For instance, in Fig 3, it is not
possible to place a sensor under the machine on account of its
plinth, and only four positions are possible.
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To model the fusion and how far each piece of information
indicates a fault, we use the belief function framework
presented in Section III.

almost sure that there is a fault. Between 0 and 1, we suppose
the existence of two thresholds S1 and S 2 representing a
transition. One example of the evolution of the mass function
according to the ratio Ri is given in Fig. 4 with S1 = 0.45 and
S 2 = 0 .55 . The area between S1 and S 2 represents a
transition area between the two views.

Fig. 3. Illustration of four possible positions for the sensors around the
induction machine housing. The figure also gives the positions of the coils in
the stator yoke for a synchronous machine adapted to create faults by short
circuiting coils.

In the diagnosis problem tackled here, the variable of
interest concerns the presence of a fault. The chosen frame of
discernment Ω is then composed of two elements “#”
“ and
“"”, Ω = {y, n} , such that
•

“#”stands for “yes, there is a fault in the winding
of the machine”;
”indicates“there is no fault”.
• “"”indicates“there
For a given position i of the sensors, it remains to build the
pieces of information mV ,i and m A, i regarding the presence
of a fault, which comes respectively from the pieces of
evidence DoV and RoA.
Mass function mV ,i has been defined as follows:
•

If there is at least one difference of evolution
between sensors measurements while the load
mV ,i ({y}) = 0.95
and
increases,
then

mV ,i (Ω) = 0.05 . It represents the fact that there

•

is surely a fault.
Otherwise (there is no opposite evolutions), we
do not know if there is a fault, and there is a
small chance that there is no fault, so we define
mV ,i by mV ,i ({n}) = 0.05 and mV ,i (Ω) = 0.95 .

The second piece of evidence m A, i regarding the presence
of a fault is defined using the following ratio R i between
measurements mes1,i and mes2, i output respectively by
sensor 1 and sensor 2 in position i :
min(mes1,i , mes2,i )
Ri =
(9)
max(mes1,i , mes2,i )
Values of ratio Ri belong to [0, 1]. When ratio Ri is close
to 1, it means that the two measurements are close and then
the machine is in a healthy state. When close to 0, we are

Fig. 4. Definition of mass function (MF) m A, i according to ratio Ri value
with S1 = 0.45 and S 2 = 0.55 .

With N the number of possible positions, we then have 2N
mass functions mV ,i and m A,
A i corresponding to 2N pieces of
information regarding the presence of a fault on the machine.
These pieces of information are then combined using CRC
(Eq. 7). The resulting mass function m is given by
N

m = (

N

I m )I ( I m
V ,i

i =1

A ,i

)

(10)

i =1

The chosen decision is then
the the one maximizing the
probabilistic transformation BetP of m (cf Eq. 8).
V.

EXPERIMENTATION

This section presents an application of the diagnosis method
detailed in Section IV.
A.

Description of the experimental test
t
bench
Coil sensors are designed in concordance with the machine
dimension [45]. They are simple flux sensors with 200 turns
built in our lab. They must be placed in opposite position
around of the machine as shown in Fig. 5. The location of the
flux sensors around the machine is greatly conditioned by the
geometry of the machine frame and it influences the
performances of the fault detection procedure. Ideally, the best
position is to place the sensors just in front of the faulty phase,
but practically it is not always possible to cover the whole
periphery of the machine. Consequently to improve
i
the
diagnosis, data are analyzed from several positions.
Tests have been realized on two different machines. The
first one is a squirrel-cage
cage induction motor characterized by:
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$ = 4, 11kW, 380/660V, 50Hz, 1450 tr/min, 32 rotor bars
(& ' = 16), 48 stator slots (& * = 24), and the second one is a
salient-pole synchronous machine characterized by: 7.5kW,
$ = 2, & * = 18, 50Hz, 230/400V.
To make the tests, each machine has been rewound to allow
a direct access of the terminals of the stator elementary
sections. The induction machine designed to create multiple
artificial inter-turn short-circuits is illustrated in Fig 6. This
configuration allows one to make different degrees of fault
severity in each of the 3 phases of the motor. Four sensor
positions have been chosen as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 6. 11kW induction machine modified to create faults by short circuiting
coils. This machine allows one to make a minimal 12.5% of each phase coils
in short-circuit.
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Fig. 5. One possible position for the pair of sensors, placed at 180° from each
other around the modified salient-pole synchronous machine adapted to create
faults by short-circuiting coils.

Fig. 7 presents the electrical winding scheme of the
induction machine as well as the connection possibilities
between each winding section. In this figure, a short-circuit
between section 1 and 2 is illustrated as an example. It
corresponds to 12.5% of the whole windings of the phase A.
The salient-pole synchronous machine with sensors placed
at 180° from each other around the frame is shown in Fig. 5.
The top and bottom positions are not accessible for measuring,
so only three positions are considered in the left and right
sides of the connector block fixed above the machine. The
electrical winding scheme of the synchronous machine is
presented in Fig. 8; it allows one to create artificial short
circuit for inside coils Bi , middle coils Bm and outside coils
of the each motor phases. The minimal short circuit which
can be realized when an elementary coil is short-circuited
corresponds to 8.33% of the whole winding of one phase.
In order to analyze the external field evolution, tests are
carried out in no load and load conditions. Four levels of load
have been imposed for each machine. A rheostat limits the
short circuit current to avoid total damage of the winding
during the tests.
The harmonics of interest corresponding to the sensitive
flux density components are 850Hz for the induction machine
and 150Hz for the synchronous machine.
Be

Fig. 7. Electrical winding schema of induction machine, which allows one to
create faults in the phase A by short circuit realized in one elementary section
(12.5% of the coils).

Fig. 8. Electrical winding schema of salient-pole synchronous machine which
allows to create winding faults. Here the short circuit is represent for middle
coil Bm corresponding to 16.6% of the whole winding of the phase A.

B.

Calculation example
We present here a calculation example for the proposed
approach. In this example, four possible positions are
considered and the measurements obtained by sensors are
summarized in Table 2. In this situation, the machine has a
short-circuit fault.
TABLE 2
850HZ HARMONIC MAGNITUDE OBTAINED FROM SENSORS 1 AND 2 USING THE
INDUCTION MACHINE (FOUR POSITIONS).
Load

Position 1

Position 2

Position 3

Position 4

(W)

0
600
1000
1400

Sensor
1 (µV)

Sensor
2 (µV)

Sensor
1 (µV)

Sensor
2 (µV)

Sensor
1 (µV)

Sensor
2 (µV)

Sensor
1 (µV)

Sensor
2 (µV)

46
24
34
163

126
235
316
387

98
160
232
368

206
337
514
625

101
175
276
389

122
192
303
401

84
147
176
248

146
217
267
356

Differences of variations for each sensor at Position 1 are
exposed in Table 3
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TABLE 3
DIFFERENCES OF VARIATIONS OBTAINED FROM SENSORS 1 AND 2 USING THE
INDUCTION MACHINE FOR POSITION 1.
Sensor 1
(µV)
46
24
34
163

Load
(W)
0
600
1000
1400

Sensor 2
(µV)
126
235
316
387

Sensor 1
Variation
22
-10
-129

Sensor 2
Variation

Same
direction?

-109
-81
-71

no
yes
yes

TABLE 6
RATIOS OBTAINED FROM THE MEASUREMENTS OF TABLE 2 IN POSITION 1.
Load
(W)
0
600
1000
1400

Sensor 1
(µV)
46
24
34
163

Sensor 2
(µV)
126
235
316
387

Ratio

R1

0.365
0.102
0.107
0.421

0.102

TABLE 7

It can be observed from Table 3 that in Position 1, when the
load increases from 0 to 600W Sensor 1 measurement
decreases from 46µV to 24µV while Sensor 2 measurement
increases from 126µV to 235µV. Variations in opposite
direction are obtained.
Table 4 summarizes the number of different variations
observed for all positions.

MFS,

TABLE4

Position 2

Position 3

Position 4

1

0

0

0

Nb of
different
variation

Position 1
( R1 = 0.102)

Position 2
( R2 = 0.475)

m A,1 ({y}) = 0.95

m A,2 ({y}) = 0.71
m A,2 ({n}) = 0.02

m A,1 ({n}) = 0
m A,1 (Ω) = 0.05

m A,2 (Ω) = 0.27

Position 3
( R3 = 0.828)
mA,3 ({y}) = 0

mA,3 ({n}) = 0.05
mA,3 (Ω) = 0.95

Position 4
( R4 = 0.575)
mA,4 ({y}) = 0

mA,4 ({n}) = 0.05
mA,4 (Ω) = 0.95

The combination of these MFs yields to:

NUMBER OF DIFFERENT VARIATIONS DETECTED FOR EACH POSITION OF THE
SENSORS.
Position 1

mA,i , OBTAINED WITH THE EXAMPLE MEASUREMENT OF TABLE 2.

mV ({y}) = 0.872 , mV ({n}) = 0.003, mV (Ω ) = 0.012, mV (∅ ) = 0.113

Combining m A and mV gives a MF defined by:

mV ({y}) = 0.757, mV ({n}) = 0.001 , mV (Ω ) = 0.001, mV (∅ ) = 0.241

At last, the transformation of m into a probability (Eq. 8) is
given by
BetP({y}) = 0.999, BetP({n}) = 0.001

Consequently the obtained mass functions mV ,i , for each

It follows a decision in favor of {y } .

position i , i = 1, K ,4 are given in Table 5.
TABLE 5
MFS,

mV ,i OBTAINED FROM THE MEASUREMENTS EXPOSED IN TABLE 2.

Position 1

Position 2

Position 3

Position 4

mV ,1 ({y}) = 0.95

mV ,2 ({n}) = 0.05
mV ,2 (Ω) = 0.95

mV ,3 ({n}) = 0.05
mV ,3 (Ω) = 0.95

mV , 4 ({n}) = 0.05
mV , 4 (Ω) = 0.95

mV ,1 (Ω) = 0.05

As a difference of evolution was detected in Position 1, MF
mV ,1 indicates the presence of a fault, whereas it is not the
case for positions 2, 3 and 4.
Result after the combination (Eq. 7) of these 4 MFs is given
by:
mV ({y}) = 0.814, mV ({n}) = 0.007, mV (Ω ) = 0.043, mV (∅ ) = 0.136

We consider now the ratio of the amplitudes (RoA) as a
second piece of information regarding the presence of a fault.
Ratios obtained in Position 1 are presented in Table 6. Only
the smallest is conserved for R1 .
Ratios R2 , R3 and R4 are similarly computed for positions
2, 3 and 4. Associated MFs are then computed (cf Section IV,
Fig. 4). Results are summarized in Table 7.

C.

Results
To test more deeply the method exposed in Section IV, two
test benches with different machines are considered: one with
the induction machine and another one with the synchronous
machine presented earlier.
For the first one using the induction machine, four series
(called series 1, 2, 3 and 4) of measurements have been taken.
One series is relative to one healthy case, plus 12 faulty cases
corresponding to faults at different positions. One case takes
into account several load level, and signals picked up by two
sensors placed at four positions as depicted in section V.B.
The four series are similar; the aim is to increase the number
of cases and to check the repetitiveness and the robustness of
the method. The results for this machine are presented in
Table 8. In this table, the results are given as percentage of
correct detections. Three methods are studied: the first one
uses only information regarding the difference of variation
(DoV), the second one using only information regarding the
amplitude ratio (RoA) and the last one using both. For each
series, the best result is obtained by combining all the
information as it can be seen in the last row of Table 8.
Overall, we see that the results obtained using all the
information allow us to achieve the best results (98.1% against
94.2% with information regarding only the amplitude ratio and
86.5% with information regarding only the difference of
variation).
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TABLE 8
PERCENT OF CORRECT DECISIONS
CISIONS FOR EACH SERIES
SER
WITH INDUCTION
MACHINE. THE NUMBER IN BRACKETS
S INDICATES THE NUMBER
NUMB
OF NO
DETECTION. THE BEST RESULT IS HIGHLIGHTED
GHLIGHTED IN BOLD FO
FONT.

Fusion of only information
regarding the difference of
variation in each position
4

Results
of
Series
1

Results
of
Series
2

Results
of
Series
3

Results
of
Series
4

Overall
Results

92.3
(1)

84.6
(2)

76.9
(3)

92.3
(1)

86.5
(7)

100
(0)

92.3
(1)

92.3
(1)

92.3
(1)

94.2
(3)

100
(0)

92.3
(1)

100
(0)

100
(0)

98.1
(1)

( ∩ mV ,i )
i =1

Fusion of only information
regarding the amplitude ratio
4

in each position ( ∩ m A,i )
i =1

Fusion

of

all

the

mass

4

functions
4

( ∩ mV ,i ) ∩ (
i =1

∩ m A,i )

i =1

Fig 10.
For a new diagnosis, we then recommend to set the values
of S1 and S 2 to 0.45 and 0.55 respectively, the method
introduced having then not to know the healthy state of the
machine and no thresholds have to be compulsory determined
before using this diagnosis process.
TABLE 9
PERCENT OF CORRECT DECISIONS
CISIONS FOR EACH SER
SERIES WITH SYNCHRONOUS
MACHINE. THE NUMBER IN BRACKETS
BRACKET INDICATES THE NUMBER OF NO
DETECTION. THE BEST RESULT IS HIGHLIGHTED
HI
IN BOLD FONT.
Results
Results
Results
Overall
of
of
of
Results
Series 1 Series 2 Series 3
Fusion of only information
regarding the difference of
57.9
47.4
68.4
57.9
variation in each position
(8)
(10)
(6)
(24)
3
( ∩ mV ,i )
i =1

Fusion of only information
regarding the amplitude ratio in
3

each position ( ∩ m A,i )

78.9
(4)

68.4
(6)

73.7
(5)

73.7
(15)

i =1

For the second test using the synchronous machine, three Fusion of all the mass functions (
100
84.2
84.2
89.5
3
series have been realized (called series 1, 2 and 3).
3 Here, one 3
(0)
(3)
(3)
(6)
∩ mV ,i ) ∩ ( ∩ m A,i )
series corresponds to one healthy case plus 18 faulty cases. i =1
i =1
One case consider several loads and signals picked up by two
sensors placed at only three positions beca
because there is not
enough place around the machine to take more measurements.
Results are presented in Table 9. In the same manner as the
first test using the induction machine, we note that using both
pieces of information for all positions leads to the best
bes result
(89.5% against 73.7% with information regarding only the
amplitude ratio and 57.9% with information regarding only the
difference of variation).
Comparing the best results obtained for induction machine
and synchronous machine (Table 8 and Tab
Table 9) it can be
noticed that there is roughly a 10% difference between the
overall results. This is consequence of more important number
of measurement positions considered in conjunctive
combination for induction machine (N=4 for induction
machine and N=3 for
or synchronous machine). This difference Fig. 9: Percent of correct decisions according to threshold S1 for the
brings the light on the fact that using belief functions can induction machine.
improve the fault detection even for different machines and
different measurement positions.
The results of the proposed approach were obtained by
setting the values of S1 and S 2 to 0.45 and 0.55 respectively.
To study the impact of these parameters, we vary the value of
S 1 in [0,0.9] and we set the value of S 2 at S 1 +0.1. Fig 9 and
Fig. 10 show the percent of correct decisions according to S1
for each piece of information and each machine (induction and
synchronous). The results obtained only with the DoV
information, are independent of parameters
meters S1 and S 2 . For S1
=0.45, we find results presented in Table 8 and Table 9. These
tests highlight that whatever the values of these parameters,
the performance of the fusion approach is always at least as
good as approaches based only on the difference of variation
(DoV) or amplitude ratio (RoA) as shown in figures Fig. 9 and

Fig. 10: Percent of correct decisions according to threshold S 1 for the
synchronous machine.
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[7]

VI. CONCLUSION
The method proposed in the paper uses external magnetic
field measured in the vicinity of rotating electrical machines
associated with a fusion process based on belief function
theory which increases the performance in detection of
incipient short-circuit faults.
Compared with other existing methods, our method does
not need a learning stage for fault detection. Therefore the
detection procedure does not need the knowledge of the
healthy state and it is not based on a comparison between the
current state with a previous healthy state of the machine.
Moreover, the method does not need the knowledge of the
model of the machine and does not require advanced signal
processing techniques. Only the frequency of a sensitive
spectral line in the external magnetic field is needed.
The original contribution is the application of fusion
technique to external magnetic field of electrical machine for
fault detection while fusion approaches to electrical machines
generally exploits other physical variables (vibrations,
currents, temperature). The method gives good results on
salient pole synchronous machines or on induction machines.
For example, taking into consideration the frame of a real
machine, when the sensors cannot be positioned in the best
position, only few signals measured in accessible positions are
used for detection, namely: the variation (DoV) of the
sensitive harmonics measured by each sensor and the ratio of
their amplitudes (RoA). Taken separately, DoV or RoA can
give a detection probability around 70%, but combined with
the proposed fusion process, the detection probability
increases to about 90%, which therefore illustrates the interest
of these present works using information fusion techniques
The method has also the advantage of requiring simple
and cheap wound flux sensors, it does not need online signal
processing; the signal delivered by each sensor can be only
recorded and the data can be treated afterwards. The used
algorithms are FFT, and a fusion algorithm which does not
require high computation time.
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